Unit 3 Week 2

Story
Mr. Putter and Tabby
See the Stars

Genre
Fiction

Story
Day to Night

Genre
Expository Text

Story
Starry Night

Genre
Fiction

Comprehension Strategy
reread

Comprehension Skill
plot: sequence

Vocabulary Strategy
compound words

Writing Traits
word choice

Grammar
present-tense verbs

Structural Analysis
open syllables

Mechanics
commas in a series

Vocabulary

adventure- something exciting that a person does
delighted- greatly pleased
dreamed- imagined while asleep or awake
enjoyed- liked very much
grumbled- made a low, rumbling sound
moonlight- the glow from the moon
neighbor- someone who lives nearby
nighttime- the dark part of the day

High Frequency Words
also, apart, begin, either, hundred, over, places, those, which, without

Oral Vocabulary Words
exactly, present, report, telescopes, total